MWS - Your sailing diary on line
Posted by loopyloop13 - 2012/11/12 10:31
_____________________________________

If you are interested on keeping a track of your sessions, having statistics and many things else, i invite you to discover
MWS at http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr.
It's totally free and without any ads.
Coming soon iPhone and Android apps.
I have made this site for my pleasure and any suggestion will be appreciated.
Although I am French, the site is available in english.
See you there.
Loopyloop13
http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr/signatures/signature_1.jpg
============================================================================

Re:MWS - Your sailing diary on line
Posted by loopyloop13 - 2013/05/06 16:05
_____________________________________

MWS have just changed of look. A little more modern I hope.
This is the opportunity to discover or rediscover the site at http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr.
As usual, comments and suggestions are valuable to develop the site in the right direction and correct errors that might
have escaped.
So feel free to give your feelings here on this new version or write me at admin@windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr.
Also coming soon, the MWS smartphone app. So quickly sign up on the site to take advantage of all its features when
the application is available. Some screenshots can be seen here http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr/mwsappli.php.
Pascal.
MWS - My Wind Sessions - http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr
============================================================================

MWS - Sessions on line, statistics and more...
Posted by loopyloop13 - 2016/01/05 15:47
_____________________________________

And what about starting a new year of wind with MWS - My Wind Sessions ???
MWS is a free website without advertising that allows you to keep your sessions online, including GPS tracks and
photos, share them and have many stats.
You can discover it and try on http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr
All suggestions are welcome.
Happy windy 2016 to all of you.
Loopyloop13
============================================================================

MWS - Your sessions online
Posted by loopyloop13 - 2016/05/06 15:03
_____________________________________

...if you do not know MWS - My Wind Sessions, discover the free site without ads that lets you keep track of your
sessions and share them with your friends.
You will discover in particular the following features :
- Sessions export in XLS or PDF
- Visualization of sessions of the day on a map
- 7 days Forecast on your spots
- Riders location on a map
- Enhanced Messaging Module
Join the community of riders at http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr
Pascal - Loopyloop13
MWS - My Wind sessions
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MWS - My Wind Sessions - New feature...
Posted by loopyloop13 - 2016/12/20 08:16
_____________________________________

To make equipement utilization statistics even more relevant and accurate, you can now specify the exact usage time of
each equipment during a session.
Previously, using 2 boards on a 3 hours session for example, led to a duration of 3 hours for each of the boards.
Now you can specify that you used the 1st board for 1h and the 2nd one for 2h for example.
This new feature provides better and more precises statistics, and much more closer to reality.
Do not hesitate to register on MWS to discover the site and give me feedback.
MWS is totally free and without ads, and will stay in 2017.
Merry Christmas and enjoy wind & sea.
MWS - My Wind Sessions - http://windsurf-sessions.eg2.fr
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